Coiffure Spectrum Cowansville: A salon for “all”

The Record

TODAY: PERIODS OF SNOW
HIGH OF -16 LOW OF -36
TUESDAY: SUNNY
HIGH OF -31 LOW OF -45
WEDNESDAY: PERIODS OF SNOW
HIGH OF -3 LOW OF -4
THURSDAY: SNOW
HIGH OF -1 LOW OF -9
FRIDAY: 60% CHANCE OF SNOW
HIGH OF -6 LOW OF -20

Correction

In the article published on Thursday, Jan. 10 entitled Nina May Owens (1869-1959), the dates of birth and death of Nina May Owens’ husband, Owen Ernest Owens, were incorrect.

Owen Ernest Owens was born Dec 10, 1862 & died Jan 22, 1910 thus his dates should read (1862-1910).

The Record regrets this error and any confusion it may have caused.